1...SUSPICIOUS PERSON  
GRACE COVELL  
111410

Officers responded to a report of two suspicious males on the first floor. Officers made contact both subjects were interviewed and revoked from campus.

2...AIDED PERSON  
GRACE COVELL  
111410

Officer responded to assist an ill student. Student decided to seek own medical.

3...FIELD CHECKOUT  
PACIFIC HOUSE  
111410

Officer conducted a checkout on a male subject. Subject was interviewed and revoked.

4...DUI ARREST  
BROOKSIDE RD.  
111410

Officer initiated a vehicle stop and determined the driver was DUI. CHP responded and arrested the driver at 10:22 PM.

5...THEFT  
MORRIS CHAPEL  
111410

Victim report her bicycle stolen. Officer responded and initiated a report.

6...NOISE COMPLAINT  
MC CAFFREY CENTER  
111510

Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officers reported all was quiet upon arrival.

7...VEHICLE ACCIDENT  
LOT 15  
111510

Caller reported hitting a parked vehicle while driving a university vehicle. Officer initiated a report.

8...UNIVERSITY REG  
LOT 7  
111510

Officer responded to a report of a suspicious female subject in the lot. Officer located the subject who was intoxicated and trying to locate her vehicle. Parent was contacted and responded.

9...AIDED STOCKTON PD  
BROOKSIDE  
111510

SPD reported a male victim at the corner of Manchester. Officer assisted the victim who located his stolen bicycle.
10...VANDALISM

Victim reported her vehicle was vandalized. Officer responded and initiated a report.

11...THEFT

Victim reported her bicycle stolen. Officer initiated a report.

12...RESISTING ARREST

Officers responded to a report of juveniles in the pond taking coins and vandalizing a soda machine in the area. Officers located the juveniles who fled and were arrested for resisting arrest. One of the juveniles had an outstanding warrant.

13...THEFT

Officers responded to a report of a stolen bike tire. Officers located the suspects at March & Pacific. Officers stopped the suspect with the tire who fled on foot. Officers recovered the stolen tire and the suspect’s bike which was booked into property.

14...VEHICLE ACCIDENT

Caller reported being hit by a vehicle while riding her skateboard. Caller refused medical and reported only a minor accident. Caller did not want to file a report.

15...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT

Officer conducted a checkout on a suspicious male. Subject was interviewed and warned for trespassing.

16...SUSPICIOUS INCIDENT

Staff reported four possibly intoxicated females hitting a vehicle in the area. Officers made contact, subject were intoxicated with a designated driver. Officer checked the vehicle and reported no damage. All subjects were interviewed and released.

17...WELFARE CHECK

Officer conducted a welfare check after receiving a concerned call from a parent. Officer located the subject who was being treated at Cowell Wellness.

18...DISTURBANCE

Officer reported a verbal disturbance between a male and a female. Both subjects were interviewed and released.
19...SUSPICIOUS PERSON MC CAFFREY CENTER 111810
Officer responded to a report of a male subject going through the recycles. Officer made contact and subject was warned and revoked from campus.

20...CASUALTY SOUTH CAMPUS GYM 111910
Officer responded to a report of a subject who twisted his ankle. Subject refused medical. Officer initiated a report.

21...VEHICLE ACCIDENT PACIFIC & DAVE BRUBECK 111910
Officer reported a traffic collision, vehicle versus pedestrian. Medics and additional units requested for traffic control. Pedestrian refused medical.

22...NOISE COMPLAINT WEMYSS 111910
Officer responded to a noise complaint. Officers responded and advised of the complaint.

23...WELFARE CHECK GRACE COVELL 111910
Officer responded to a report of a subject at the formal was vomiting. Officer checked on the subject who was transported home.

24...NOISE COMPLAINT EISELEN HOUSE 111910
Officers responded to a noise complaint. Officer made contact and advised of the complaint.

25...NOISE COMPLAINT MONAGAN HALL 112010
Officers responded to a loud party call. Party was broken up as officers arrived on scene.

26...AUTO BURGLARY LOT 20 112010
Officer responded to a report of an auto burglary. Officer left note for owner. Owner called and officer initiated a report.

27...DISTURBANCE DE ROSA CENTER 112010
Staff reported a disturbance at the De Rosa Center. Officer responded and separated both subjects. One subject had been drinking and left the event.